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Welcome

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the NBCS August 2021 report.
Appropriately titled, ‘Back together after so
long, sharing, learning and networking’. This
couldn’t be more appropriate following our
successful Business Crime Conference back
in July, if you missed it you can find out
more about the day in this edition. We are
also confident this title will apply long into
the future with another 19 new members
joining the NBCS over the last quarter.
Further solidifying our position as a key
‘business for business’ partner to all
organisations both public and private,
working to reduce business crime, both
within the brick and mortar environment
and online.
One of the barriers to success I often come
across within the sector is ‘competition’ and
‘commercial risk’. My experience tells me
that these barriers often reduce our
collective potential to really make a
difference, they are often driven by fear and
misconception rather than fact. In many
cases good opportunities are lost which in
the end has a detrimental effect on
collective efforts. There are examples in this
report that champion collaborative working
and demonstrate real collaborative success.
Our shared CONNECT network of Business
Crime Partnerships, Business Improvement
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Peter Fisher, General Manager

Districts and shopping centres is growing at
pace,
through
collaboration
and
partnership working we are now really
starting to see positive outcomes which
benefit our shared business members and
support added value. On behalf of our retail
members, if you are reading this from a
BCRP, BID or shopping centre and you are
not engaged then I would encourage you to
get in touch.
This edition gives the reader a thin slice of
our outputs over the last few months,
introduces some new faces within the NBCS
team, takes a look at claims fraud, ‘the
digital equivalent of shoplifting’ and takes a
deep dive into one of our CONNECT
partners in the North East and the good
work they are doing to support youth
offenders.
On behalf of the team, I hope you enjoy the
read and if you have any questions please
get in touch.
Thank you

Peter
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NBCS By the Numbers
AUGUST 2021

19

42

New
members

investigations

New

3

1

New Team
members

Conference
delivered

Since April 2021, the NBCS have generated 1079 alerts featuring organised, prolific and travelling
offenders which can be broken down across the below industry types.

ALERTS CIRCULATED
Supermarket & Convenience 352
Fashion 343

All regions
received
appropriate
alerts based
on offender
activity

35

Speciality 374
Wholesale 65
Café, Dining & Hospitality 79
Truckpol & Tobacco 36

55

17

146

Burglaries 14
Robberies 1

38

1079
Alerts
Generated

136

80
115

74

119
81

183

Some alerts are duplicated across multiple regions. Alerts are split down by NBCS to ensure the
alerts are shared proportionately.
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Intelligence Led Success Story
Romanian Organised Retail Gang CHARGED!
over

100

crimes linked

Nicolea Ilea

Alin Mahai

Florin Costea

42

months

each in prison

Gabriel Mocanu

Stefan Florin

Marius Meiosu

21

years

Combined sentence

Team of Romanian males travelling across the UK targeting supermarkets for high
valued items including printed ink, perfume, razor blades, alcohol, cosmetics and
thousands of pounds of baby care items.
The males stole more than £180,000 over a 2 year period from member stores,
however are believed to have exceeded this through undetected incidents.
NBCS worked closely with the targeted member, collecting vital evidence including CCTV
footage, ANPR and credit card data which would later be used in a police investigation.
Key contacts were made within Cheshire and Lancashire police forces and NBCS
worked with the member to gather all possible incidents to push into police.
NBCS used in house expertise to identify similar offences across multiple Police Force
areas which would otherwise not have been linked to this series.
NBCS continued to liaise with the member and 22 police forces and due to the volume
of evidence, Cheshire Police agree to take on the case.
After an excellent stop from the security team at Asda Baron Quays, members of the
team were arrested and charged with the evidence gathered.
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Annual Business Crime Stats
Through the NBCS National Datashare we are able to provide analysis based on trends identified
from the data our members share with us. Below, we have highlighted some key findings in trends
over the last 18 months across the sectors we cover.

SUPERMARKET & CONVENIENCE

2021

2020

There has been a rise in
incidents involving violence
by a massive

2%

75%

11%

8%

8%

Theft

Burglary

We believe this is due to a
genuine increase in violence
against shop workers but also
an increase in awareness due
to the high profile campaigns
of many NBCS members

66%

62%

Violence

Theft

Burglary

Violence

FASHION

2020

2021
1%

3%

60%

Theft

This sector has seen a
particular problem with ASB
which seems to be unique to
Fashion
with
incidents
seemingly
increasing
in
2020 by

5%

5%

ASB
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36%

64%

Violence

Theft

ASB

Fraud
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Annual Business Crime Stats
SPECIALITY

2020

2021

3%

3%

2%

In 2020 Burglary did not appear
in the top 3 offences for the first
time but Alarm Activations
increased. This demonstrates

6%

76%

Theft

Fraud

deterrent methods
employed were
effective in reducing
the number of
burglaries

78%

Anti Social Behavior

Theft

Burglary

Anti Social Behaviour

TRUCKPOL

2020

2021

19%

25%

76%

73%

99%

99%

Theft

From Vehicle

Attempted
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Theft

Fron Vehicle

Attempted

Theft is the main offence type
for this area accounting for

99%

of all
incidents so
far this year.

73%
of offences accounted for stock
being stolen from vehicles. This is
often without the driver being
aware at the time.

NEWS
As many of you will be aware the team at NBCS never sit still for
very long and are always eager to improve the service we
deliver to our members, grow the network and of course find
tangible opportunities which drive positive change with the
world of business crime reduction.
So here’s a little snippet of what we’ve been up to since our last
report…

New Members &
Partners
We are delighted to introduce a number of new members and partners to
our network. They include:

On behalf of us all Welcome!
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If your business would like to discuss becoming a member
of NBCS, please contact us at
enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

New Members
of the
NBCS Team
Membership
Manager
Martin Gregg formally of
Peacocks, brings to NBCS
26 years of Retail and
Loss Prevention
experience which
members will benefit
from. Martin is a fantastic
addition to the growing NBCS team.
Martin has been involved with the National
Business Crime Solution (NBCS) as
a member since inception and was an
active participant of the NBCS Operations
Group, helping to ensure that the service
developed appropriately with a focus on
better supporting the members and
maintaining pace with the evolving retail
profit protection landscape.
His experience over many years, as both a
retailer and NBCS member, brings a wealth
of knowledge and insight to the role of
Membership Manager. This will help him to
bridge two worlds, facilitating collaborative
and productive relationships that benefit
both members and the NBCS and the wider
stakeholder community.
Martin is looking forward to engaging with
retail and associate members and working
together to deliver the most collaborative
and trusted preventative crime intelligence
network in the UK.
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Business Crime
Liaison Officers
As NBCS continues to support members locally
through the Connect service, we need the right
people with the very best experience to deliver.
Our Business Crime Liaison Team are here to
support businesses at a local level in their
respective areas, working with police, local
authorities and other agencies to help
members reduce crime and help protect store
colleagues through quality information sharing.

Darren Barnett manages
intelligence and data sharing
primarily across the South of
the country and has been key
to the success of Connect
Managed, a service aimed at
supporting BIDs and BCRPs with
their business crime reduction operation.
Darren is tenacious and dedicated to producing
positive results on behalf of our members,
demonstrated
through
his
ongoing
contribution to the Sussex ‘one touch’ reporting
trial.

John Nugent manages NBCS
Connect Cumbria, driving
member growth in the area,
managing data and intelligence
sharing and liaison with
Cumbria Police and other partners.
Prior to joining NBCS, John successfully
managed the local BCRP and worked closely
with the NBCS Police Liaison team to identify
and target OCGs. Since joining our team, John
has shown himself to be a real asset with
excellent knowledge around local data sharing
and local collaboration.

Event

National Business
Crime Conference
JULY 2021

After
a
year
of
restrictions
and
postponements, we were finally able to
deliver our NBCS Business Crime Conference
for members and partners in Nottingham on
8th July 2021. We were delighted to welcome
so many of our members to the event. Tim
Edwards, Chairman of the National Business
Crime Solution set the scene for the
conference by discussing collaboration
between members.
Urging business to
encourage others to join our solution in the
continuing fight against business crime.
Collaboration was a theme throughout the
event and is indeed one of the principle aims
of the NBCS. It is through collaboration that
we can achieve the shared ambition of
reducing retail crime and creating safe
environments for our staff and customers.

• Kit Malthouse – MP, Minister of
State for Crime and Policing
• Katy Bourne – Police & Crime
Commissioner for Sussex
• Ed Woodall – Associate of
Convenience Stores
• Tim Edwards – Global Profit
Protection Director at JD Group
• Peter Fisher - NBCS

campaign underlined the message, in an
appeal to members to support this
organisation in reinforcing positive behaviour
in shops and highlighting the scale of abuse
and violence against retail staff.
NBCS General Manager, Peter Fisher,
appealed to members to share their granular
data, announcing that the NBCS will shortly
sign the first National Police ISA of its kind in
England, giving us the ability to combine
member data with national police data,
delivering
unprecedented
intelligence
sharing and crime reduction opportunities.
Continuing the focus on member data, the
conference was updated on trends and
patterns for their sectors. The presentations
again underlined the importance, and value,
of member data by highlighting some major

A theme that Kit Malthouse MP, Minister of
State for Crime and Policing, addressed is his
conference video where he expressed strong
support for the NBCS, stating that it sits
alongside and supports the government’s
goals of creating safe, governed space and
reducing violence in cities, especially against
Retail staff. Ed Woodall from the Associate of
Convenience Stores discussed the Shop Kind
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…News

successes against prolific and persistent
national offenders. Panelists discussed the
changing landscape of business crime, and
solutions, with members having the
opportunity to ask questions of leading
industry figures.
A video message from Katy Bourne (PCC for
Sussex and APCC Business Crime Lead)
reiterated the importance of collaboration
by discussing the Sussex Direct Reporting
trial.
This initiative was launched in
partnership with her office, NBCS, Co-op
Group and Sussex Police.

Event

The conference was an opportunity to
officially re-launch Claims Detect Online
(CDO).
This NBCS product enables
members to share data relating to
fraudulent online claims.
A panel of
members currently using CDO discussed
their experiences of the platform, how they
have integrated CDO into their businesses
and reductions that they have seen in the
number of fraudulent claims.
Our NBCS Associate Members were
welcomed to the event and had the
opportunity to interact with Members and
guests through the day. Running such an
event in a Covid secure environment did
provide some obstacles to networking but
feedback has been positive, with many
members leaving the event with new
contacts and leads for future discussion.
After a productive and thought-provoking
day, members were able to participate in
The Big Security Quiz, with prizes donated
by NBCS Associate Member businesses.

Importantly, the trial has not only increased
store reports but has delivered significant
reductions in violence and abuse by local
offenders against shop staff across Sussex.
A positive result, neatly pulling together the
themes discussed above.

.

Tackling business crime together

Save the date for our next
event

4th November 2021,
Nottingham
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…News

Event

Business for Business
One of the highlights of the day was the panels which were delivered by our members and
experts in their respective fields. The panels evoked forward thinking, challenge, innovation and
above all else the importance of collaboration.

The Future of
Crime Reporting

Online Claims
Fraud

John Lowe – Frasers Group, Richard Brown – Superdry,
Kirsty Greaves - Boohoo

Tim Edwards – JD Group, Peter Fisher – NBCS,
Steve Hunt – WABAC, Gary Davison - Onestop

Speciality and
Truckpol

Richard Roberts – Tesco, Jim Murphy – Dunelm,
Simon Ford – The Range, Mike Dawber - NAVcis

A treat for the delegates
This year we wanted to do something a little different for
our members, something fun and light hearted and
something that could be delivered each year. This event
saw the launch of The Big Business Crime Quiz of

the Year.

Prizes were gifted by our Associate Members and with
the chance to win an Apple Watch, Samsung tablet and
Jeroboam of champagne and a £250 voucher to name a
few, who could resist cracking open a cold beer, tapping
into those grey cells and taking part!
Questions were based around business crime data, the
law, presentations on the day, a who’s who in the
business crime world and a few general knowledge one
for good measure.
A great success which we will look to repeat next year!

Fashion, Supermarket &
Convenience

Carl Reeson – Asda, Dawn Williams – Matalan,
Frazer Clark – Tesco, Helen Clayton – Sainsbury’s
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THE

BIG

BUSINESS CRIME

QUIZ OF THE YEAR

And the winner is….
Sponsored by

Round 1 – Yes, Minister
Frazer Clark won a Jeroboam of Champagne
Round 2 – Law & Security #1
Richard Roberts won a Ring Indoor Camera
Round 3 – Law & Security #2
Gary Davison won a Samsung A7 Tablet
Round 4 – NBCS
Dani Adams won a £250 gift card
Round 5 – NBCS
Tom Coleman won an Oxfords Food Hamper
Round 6 – The Future of Reporting
Tom Coleman won a Smartwater Business Pack
Round 7 – Claims Detect Online
Frazer Clark won a Samsung Fit 2
Round 8 – Shop Kind
Liam Hargreaves won a Travel Kit & Tea with AXIS
Round 9 – Who’s Who?
Joe Sentence won a Cordless Bluetooth Alarm
Round 10 – A bit of fun…
Gary Davison won some Boxed Fine Wine
OVERALL WINNER
Chris Baucutt won an Apple Watch

EVENTS
Over the next 3 months we have a number of member events happening so update your
calendars and we’ll see you there!

NBCS Retail Trend
Calls

26th
AUG

Facial Recognition:
Recognising the
Future

Minorities in Security:
Are minorities in
security
marginalised?

28th
OCT

30th
SEPT

NBCS Connect
Group Meeting
8th
SEPT

6th
OCT

3rd
NOV

A place for all Connect members to
share successes, good practice and
challenges

Preparing for Peak:
Is your business
ready?

NBCS Webinars

Find out more about how we
can support your business

NBCS Truckpol
Trend Calls

1st SEP

22nd
SEP

Delivered with
NaVCIS

business detect and
manage online claims
fraud
For online Business

NBCS Connect:

29th
SEP
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Claims Detect
Online: Helping your

Supporting your safety
& security strategies
For Business
Improvement Districts

National
Business Crime
Conference

4

November
th 2021

The largest Business Crime Event in the UK
purposely led by Business for Business!
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy key note presentations and guidance from leading
industry experts
Network with peers from across the retail, distribution,
wholesale and online sectors
See the latest innovations in risk management and profit
protection, all in one place
Real life case studies, learn from the best
Free to attend for all retailers and partners

Trent
Vineyard,
Nottingham

REGISTER
HERE

Networking
breakfast
and lunch

Meet face to
face with
the industry
experts

Access to
the very
best
suppliers

#NBCSNov21

Claims Fraud &
Suspicious
Returns

The Digital Equivalent of Shoplifting
At the NBCS we are proud of our record
of tackling business crime on our high
streets since 2014. However, we
recognise the growing shift in consumer
behaviour dictating the rise of online
shopping. The effects of the pandemic
have propelled this shift many years
into the future in a short period.

Those au fait with loss prevention in
physical stores, will know the challenges
around preventing stock from being stolen
on the shop floor, then presented at the till
for a ‘refund’. It’s taken seriously, systems
are built, and resource spent to identify
these crimes. It costs our businesses
millions.

And business crime? We know there are still
strong challenges facing our high streets,
and the shift to online has only added to
the remit. More businesses are tackling
crime in their physical stores as well as their
digital space.

However, when this behaviour is mirrored
online, do we invest the same? Do we
challenge offenders or treat them like
customers? The reality of the matter is the
digital space provides more opportunity.
More “customers” will be shoplifting from
our online stores than any of us can really
know.

You would be forgiven for thinking that the
shift to online retail would reduce the
opportunity to commit crime. But this
would be wrong, we believe new crime
types are emerging significantly online, we
are already seeing this trend in the form of
goods lost in transit claims and suspicious
returns sharply rising. We are familiar with
the online challenges businesses face, like
protecting against card fraud and having
adequate order screening checks etc. But
are we doing enough to protect against this
new digital shoplifting?
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From so called “professional refunders”, to
exploitation of customer service policies,
however you dress it up (no pun intended),
this type of offence costs businesses
millions of pounds each year. Recent
research has valued the estimated cost of a
lost parcel at £148.21 for retailers. In the
context of 6.6 million parcels claimed last
year alone, this loss of £978,186,000 is just
a conservative figure according to the IMRG.
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So, what is the solution? The NBCS has
taken its successful high street model of
tackling business crime and applied it to the
online space. Doing what we do best,
collaborating claims data, highlighting
trends and patterns, identifying the most
persistent offenders, and engaging relevant
bodies to prevent this from continuing. Our
new platform allows for this insight, it also
allows you to manage your claims data,
build reports, task other users with
incidents and receive notifications based on
bespoke rules unique to your business.
Shoplifting does not just occur in physical
stores, it’s happening online. The good

news is the NBCS has responded by
adapting its tried and proven methods of
collaboration. We are stronger together,
and only with collaboration can we
overcome these new challenges.
CDO members saw an increase of +42%
in claims in 2020 against 2019

If you would like any further information about Truckpol
or would like to join our network please contact us at:

enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

Input your claims as
you receive them
into the business and
cross check against
over 500,000 claims
you can cross match
against.

Our new tasks
feature allows you
to ping another
user a task request
should this fall
outside of your
remit

Generate a cross
match notification
once you have added
a claim to let you
know if these details
match any in our
database

You can create
investigations on
linked claims for
reporting back to
your business or
onwards to police

The platform can
also notify you on
bespoke claims
that have been
entered by your
business
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You have the
flexibility of
creating your own
reports and
dashboards

A partnership with a
difference
Working with businesses and
young people to reduce crime

Northumbria Coalition Against Crime, has
operated for over 30 years, working to reduce
crime and create conditions which prevent
criminal activity by engaging and supporting
children, young people and families who are
at risk of offending and collaborating with
businesses to reduce crime in retail and other
sectors.

Business Crime Reduction Partnerships
come in many shapes and sizes but none of
them look quite like the set up in the North
East of England.
When we look at the faces on our crime
management platforms, no one wants to see
a child or young person appear on there. This
for many is the end to a bright future and
beginning of a life of crime. He may have been
recruited by a drug dealer to go on a stealing
spree to pay for his brother’s spice habit? Or
she may have been conditioned when he was
very young to think that theft is part of life
and is acceptable by her parents who are
known shop thieves. Many of the offenders
who sit on our crime platforms have led
complexed lives and not had positive role
models or mentors to show them a different
path.
This article is not about getting you to feel
sorry for these people and encourage you to
adopt a softer approach, nor is it saying they
can all be ‘fixed’. This is about encouraging an
alternative approach when it comes to
prevention and to play the long game by
investing in young people now so they do not
end up on future crime databases.
We see a growing number of young and
vulnerable people being groomed and
recruited to traffic drugs, using shop theft,
fraud and begging to fundraise for further
criminal activity. Although there is some very
effective work being done by statutory bodies
and charities to support those who need it,
there is an absence of collaboration with
businesses, the future employee and future
victim. However, the North East are leading
the way in this respect.
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“

Whilst the most significant perpetrators in the
North East are not young people, we witness
patterns of behaviour which are indicative of a
pathway to more serious crime. Many of the
young people we support are engaging with
families/peer groups where there is already a
culture of crime and we know that there is a
relationship between youth offending and the
behaviour of their parents/carers.

Their work is delivered through two delivery
arms:

1

Youth & Community Programme

2

Reducing Business Crime Programme

The Y&C team delivers the Odysseus
Mentoring Programme (OMP) which provides
early intervention and mentoring for children
and young people aged 6-25 who are at risk of
offending/re-offending. Alongside this, they
also deliver preventative activities which raise
awareness about anti-social behaviour and
the impact of crime.
The North East Retail Crime Partnership
(NERCP) which provides intelligence and
support to the retail community to reduce
retail crime across the region.

“
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The NERCP, an established and accredited
crime partnership is a unique solution in its
own right. It works as a regional intelligence
sharing hub for businesses, police and other
agencies in the North East, providing
members with an excellent opportunity to
better understand crime and offender
patterns. They work very closely with the 3
North East police forces to facilitate strategic
relationships with regional loss prevention
and security managers to focus efforts and
encourage a co-ordinated regional approach
to business crime reduction.
One of the key benefits of being part of this
type of regional partnership is that if a local
offender choses to travel to commit crime
(and lets face it the majority of them do) and
jumps on the bus or a train to a town or city 5
miles away for their usual haunt, they have a
much better chance of being identified for or
better yet deterred from a crime against a
member business. The NERCP have a regional
intelligence pool that is very useful to
businesses and police.

Almost half of property stolen
was recovered through shared
intelligence within the NERCP

In the last three years, almost half of property
stolen was recovered through shared
intelligence within the NERCP network. The
shared intelligence is highly effective at
identifying offenders and reducing their
impact in communities.
The NBCS work closely with the NERCP to
identify risks in and around the North East
and we can attribute many positive
identifications and results to this partnership
working. This type of collaboration provides
member businesses with the best of both
worlds; NERCP provide the local and regional
intelligence and support which is so crucial for
many stores, and NBCS provide the regional
and national intelligence links.
Continued business investment to NBCS
Connect members such a NERCP is important
to sustain and develop the infrastructure of
business crime reduction in the UK.
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NERCP Services


Daily Crime Alerts



Offender and vehicle galleries



Business & Police conduit



Business Crime Helpdesk



Retail Awareness Training
To discuss joining NERCP, email one of the
team at info@nercp.org.uk

By working in synergy with the youth and
community programme, NERCP and its
members can engage with a range of
restorative methods aimed at raising the
awareness of businesses aroud youth issues
and educating young people about the impact
of crime and the consequences committing it
will have on their futures.
Many of the young people the OMP team
work with live with family members who are
known persistent offenders. For this reason,
most of their resources are directed towards
changing lives and supporting young people
to change their behaviour, improve selfesteem, aspire to achieve and break the cycle.
As a business you can help make a
difference by supporting NCAC in many
ways.

How can you
make a
difference?





Become a volunteer mentor
Sponsor a mentor relationship
Volunteer your time to support
events
Provide a donation

For more information contact info@thecoalition.org.uk

Jack’s Story
Jack was referred to OMP in November 2013 as he
was getting involved in anti-social behaviour and
stealing from local shops. He was only 10 years
old at the time and there were also concerns
about his older peer group who were known
offenders in the area. Jack himself said he wanted
support with his anger as he was struggling to
control his emotions. From 2013 to 2018, he was
supported by different volunteer mentors (annual
relationships) and he grew in so many ways. He
was diagnosed with oppositional defiant disorder
and conduct disorder and his mentors supported
him to understand himself and how his conditions
impacted his behaviour.
In October 2019, Jack’s mother contacted OMP
again to say things were deteriorating at home
and Jack would like support once more. He had
started to using drugs such as benzodiazepines,
was associating with unknown males, engaging in
opportunistic thefts and was not returning home.
He often had no recollection of his behaviour as
he was so high. His mental health was at crisis
point and was using any drug he could get hold of
with suicidal ideation. Because Jack struggled with
trusting professionals, his mother had identified
that he would be most likely to engage with
workers/projects that had supported him
previously.
As soon as the OMP team began engaging with
Jack again they identified a significant risk of
grooming and criminal exploitation. They
observed him receiving threatening calls and texts
claiming that he owed money and, in November,
matters escalated further when his mum received
threats and demands for money at home. Jack’s
Project Worker reported concerns to the police,
but Jack’s behaviour continued to spiral out of
control. Jack found himself facing three
outstanding criminal charges and he became
convinced that he was going to custody.
Fortunately, Jack was not served a custodial
sentence and, instead, he received a one-year
youth order. This seemed to be a turning point for
Jack and he no longer felt the need to take a
cocktail mix of drugs as a coping mechanism.
Although he was still known to police in his area,
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support from OMP and social services gained him
recognition as a vulnerable young person. With
more confidence in himself and a better
understanding of how he was being exploited,
Jack started to distance himself from the negative
influences.
Jack began to engage in new friendships and
relationships. A new girlfriend discouraged him
from using drugs due to her own family
experience and motivated him to find something
positive to do with his day while she was at
college. Jack, who had been excluded from school
and never achieved any qualifications, managed
to find and sustain a casual job doing waste
disposal which soon became a full time role with
opportunities to gain a Construction Skills
Certification Scheme card. Jack completed the first
part of the course and passed with flying colours,
he was so proud of himself – he was elated!
Jack is continuing to work towards the second part
of the CSCS card. He is still using cannabis but he
is willingly taking drug tests with his Drug and
Alcohol Worker which confirm he has stopped
using other substances. It is thought to be
possible that he could be self-medicating a more
complex condition such as ADHD and this is being
explored with CAMHS.
Jack is a prime example of how a lifetime
experiencing complex childhood trauma including
parental substance misuse, domestic violence,
and mental health problems can leave a young
person with nowhere to turn without support, Jack
simply did not have the self-confidence or selfbelief to leave negative peer relationships and
achieve anything for himself. He has done
remarkably well to turn things around and it is so
nice to see that he finally believes he is capable of
a positive and bright future.

A nationwide network of BIDs.
BCRPs, shopping centres and
parks
An information sharing structure
that can support all different set
ups and platforms
A support network for all local
partnerships to flourish and grow in
line with member need

Our Connect members
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NBCS Connect Success Story
As we grow our Connect network of BIDs, BCRPs, shopping centres and parks, we reduce the
intelligence sharing gaps and increase the number of successes achieved in collaboration. Below you
will find an investigation with a positive result which would not have been possible without the
contribution from our Connect members.

Highly Active Female
Arrested and Charged

Highly active prolific female targeting members stores across the North West
and East Midlands using foil lined bags to commit thefts.
The NBCS receive incidents from 7 different retailer members across July and
generated alerts across our network to forewarn members and gather further
evidence.
After receiving an alert, the team at Blackburn Businesses Against Crime
were able to identify the female as the suspect who had committed a large bulk
theft in the area.
The ID was shared with Lancashire Police and the female was arrested for
multiple incidents across the North West.
The female will remain on curfew until her court date.

This is an excellent demonstration of true partnership work
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ASSOCIATE
MEMBERS
Our Associate Member suppliers are a
key part of the NBCS network and by
working together we are able to
develop the very best in security and
risk management products and
services on the market.
There are various ways our members can engage with our
Associates and learn what they have to offer. Attendance to
our monthly Trend calls and conferences, our website
Supplier page and of course our Quarterly Report.
Please take some time to view the next few pages and reach out to our
Associate Members to discuss how they can support your business needs.
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Smarter retail makes the difference
Attract customers, optimize store layout, prevent
shoplifting, reduce checkout lines, handling peak
shopping periods… there are several concerns to
operate as a retailer. Smart technologies are
designed to support you and give the consumer a
greater, faster and safer experience when shopping.
Find the opportunities to increase revenues and
shape the future of your retail store- all in real time.
Click here for Graham Swallow’s latest article The
Golden Quarter – Customer confidence through
threat mitigation

For an
introduction
To AXIS click
the video

Calla is a small, secure body
camera with a front facing
screen and cloud based video
management software service
for people working in
healthcare, education and
retail.
Unbreakable Security
Reveal was the first manufacturer to introduce AES
encryption in a body camera, so security has been at the
heart of our products for a long time.
Front Facing Screen
Studies show that when people can see they are being
recorded it can help calm them down and avoid conflict,
and that’s just what Calla does by de-escalating situations,
reducing disruption and recording an independent account
of what happened.
One touch record
Having a single, quick and simple action to turn the camera
on has always been an essential feature in our body
cameras. Our intuitive red sliding switch is a positive action
that confirms activation by the physical position change on
the camera and is easy to operate for staff on the go.

DISC the online
informationsharing system for
crime reduction
Disc is the unique online
information-sharing
system that’s helping
drive down low-level
crime and antisocial
behaviour across the UK.
It empowers
communities, via the Disc
App and Disc Desktop, to
‘self-manage’ low-level
crime and ASB, and
enables police to work
with them to deliver a
new kind of effective,
joined-up community
policing.
Across the UK, over 500
towns and city centres
use Disc, as well as
national retailers, many of
the largest shopping
centres in the
country,
security
companies
and police
forces.

enquiries@littoralis.com

AtWrk provide a SaaS(Software as a Service) modular platform
for business automation and process management.
As well us underpinning a number of successful field service
applications with over 200,000 work orders processed in the last
year, the AtWrk platform provides the backbone for
ServiceAtWrk our Field Service Management solution for startups to medium sized companies.

www.atwrk.io

Hikvision is a world leading provider of security
products and solutions. Featuring an extensive and
highly skilled R&D workforce, Hikvision manufactures
a full suite of comprehensive products and solutions
for a broad range of vertical markets. In addition to
the security industry, Hikvision extends its reach to
smart home tech, industrial automation, and
automotive electronics industries to achieve its longterm vision.
Hikvision products also provide powerful business
intelligence for end users, which can enable more
efficient operations and greater commercial
success. .

Amberstone are a major supplier of
intelligence-led manned guarding and loss
prevention services and one of the leading
providers of electronic security solutions
operating across the UK and Europe.
We pride ourselves on our tailored and
innovative
approach
to
meeting
our
customers needs, from comprehensive endto-end solutions to the procurement of
bundled or individual products and services.
We aim to provide
the best return on
investment for our
varied client base,
whilst reducing risk,
minimising costs
and sharing
strategic best
practice, wherever
possible.

IntelliQ is the leading provider of Forensic Analysis
solutions to the retail industry. With a strong global
presence across multiple retail sectors, IntelliQ solutions
help our clients generate rapid, substantial and
sustainable ROI.
Our solutions enable clients to efficiently analyse data
from multiple sources to swiftly identify instances of
fraud, loss or failure of procedural compliance.
Furthermore, our expert team have unparalleled domain
expertise in loss prevention fraud analytics, having
provided pioneering train-of-thought and link analysis
techniques to the retail sector for over a decade.
To find out more about our solutions and how IntelliQ
can benefit your organisation, please feel free to get in
touch at info@intelliq.com

No false promises, no gimmicks, we will only deliver
security services that are mutually sustainable. We
recognise that every customer has a different security
challenge and we believe in consultative partnerships to
provide the correct mix of security services.

Professional Security Smoke
Systems from Smoke Screen
Contact us at Bill.Collinge@swlsecurity.com

info@conceptsmoke.com

Metro Security (GB) Plc’s Queen’s
Award-winning M.A.R.S retail
analytics solution enables its
customers to…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire & Security
The impact of a fire or security breach can be
devastating. Our fire and security division
protect our clients’ businesses, staff and
reputations by providing effective risk mitigation
solutions.
We offer a full range of services covering
We
are an intelligence-led
security and
procurement,
design, supply, installation
maintenance, and can offer expert advice on the
business
best system for your needs. Our team can
provide
a large
scaleway
roll to
outcreate
acrosssafe
multiple
We
know
the best
and
sites as well as assisting with smaller bespoke
secure environments is by combining deep
solutions.

expertise of our people with the power of our
systems, deploying the best technology.
Translating data into meaningful insights
gives our people actionable intelligence to
deliver effective security solutions.

Slash shrinkage
Boost profits
Improve site efficiency
Enhance customer service
Raise their brand profile
Exploit marketing opportunities

MARS is an all in one solution for linking your epos systems
with your CCTV to reduce transaction overheads and
eliminate leakage by tagging suspect transactions and
providing CCTV evidence.
M.A.R.S is used in hundreds of stores across the UK and
Europe, directly reducing group losses by up to 70%.
n The M.A.R.S system’s innovative loss prevention features
also provide forecourt fuel operator clients including Shell,
Certas Energy, Harvest Energy, Great Gas Petroleum and
George Hammond Plc with complementary, addedvalue/revenue-boosting operational, training and site
management features.
n M.A.R.S is just one part of Metro Security’s comprehensive
range of security, fire detection/alarm and building
management services, backed up by Metro’s in-house 24/7
monitoring facility, NSI Gold certification, and its sister
company Adder Digital Technology’s R&D resources.
n Metro Security boasts a 40+ years trading pedigree, with a
cross-section of residential, commercial, corporate and
public sector customers..

THE GOLD
STANDARD IN
SECURITY
Always Investing in Our People

TSS is the UK’s largest privately owned security
company, employing over 4000 licensed
security personnel.
We are a family owned business which, in our
25 year history, has always remained true to
our core values of best value and service
excellence, taking care of our people who in
turn take care of our clients. Simple really.
Over time our business has diversified from
being a predominately retail specialist into
many other aspects of security. Unlike some
companies we do not claim to do everything –
but what we do we do well. A sound
philosophy resulting in our impressive client
list and unrivalled customer retention.

A trolley based pushout prevention system
thwarts ORC and shoplifters at the moment
a theft occurs. As a thief attempts to leave,
the pushout prevention system locks the
trolley in place keeping your merchandise in
the store, with most thieves walking away
empty handed. As shoplifters experience
less success, professional thieves will be
driven to easier targets.

The Worlds most advanced Forecourt
Protection and Parking Solution

ANPR

Parking
Solutions

Forecourt
Protection

www.varstechnology.co.uk

CONTACT US
enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com
home.nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

Tackling business crime together

